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ABSTRACT 

This present work that the Solar Wind hybrid Power system that harnesses the renewable energies in Sun 

and Wind to generate electricity. Amalgam system gives resourceful power generation areas. This hybrid system 

with DVR under neural networks concepts explaining the Power transfer capacity and Power quality profile 

improvement in the Power systems. And reduce the Power quality problems such as Harmonics and voltage 

distortion. The validation of the proposed operation is done by MATLAB simulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Dynamic Voltage Restorer helps to lessen the voltage unbalanced position. These results the voltage 

harmonics compensation, reduction of transients in voltage and fault current reduced. Also improves the power 

transfer capacity, Power quality profile in Transmission line and Power systems. The power quality requirement is 

the most important problem in power companies. The power quality issues are voltage sag, swell, notch, spike and 

transients etc. The voltage sag and swell is most severe problem in industrial customer, so needs urgent consideration 

for its compensation. Various methods used for compensation of Power quality problems. One of the best methods 

for compensation is Dynamic Voltage Restorer, which used in both low voltage and medium voltage applications 

(Anita Pakharia, 2012). 

Hydro power generation is restricted to geographically suitable areas, and reserves of coal, although 

presently plentiful, are not renewable. But to assist in keeping electrical supply in many of our societies, seems likely 

that an increasing nuclear power presence, involving breeder and possibly fusion reactors, will be tolerated (Arindam 

Ghosh, 2001). In renewable energy wind is mostly important. Wind farm is a receiving device which the energy 

wants to be special conditions to work properly. The variable speed directly connected to the grid wind farm is the 

mostly in use. Disconnection of wind farms can originate by systems faults. Dynamic voltage restorer is a custom 

power device which removes voltage power quality problems such as sag, swells, etc. (Bhagwan Reddy, 2008). 

The Dynamic Voltage Restorer is series connected power electronics device, it can be implemented to protect 

a group consumers. The advanced configuration of Dynamic Voltage Restorer has been proposed by advanced             

d-q-0 controller (Brito, 2012). Power quality problem is an occurrence manifested as a nonstandard voltage, current 

or frequency that results in a failure of end use equipment (Chedid, 1998). This sensitive electronic equipment which 

dynamic voltage restorer has lead to improve power quality. To solve power quality problems dynamic voltage 

restorer is a custom power device used for the Compensation of voltage unbalanced level (Chellai Bena, 2008). 

The basic concept of Dynamic Voltage Restorer is to inject the voltage to the power transformer which 

connecting with power system for balancing voltage when system becomes unbalanced level. During normal 

operation, the capacitor stores energy from source, that time voltage dip or sags are detected, the capacitor delivers 

dc supply to the inverter. The inverter delivers the balance voltage injected to the transformer (Chris Fitzer, 2004). 

From various method for solving power quality problems Dynamic Voltage Restorer is series-connected 

power electronics based device which provides advanced and economic solution for customer (Francisco Jurado, 

2003). Dynamic Voltage Restorer is protection of sensitive loads against voltage disturbances in power distribution 

system. The efficiency of the DVR depends on the technique involved in switching the inverters. Pulse Width 

Modulation (PWM) methods using for power quality solution in dynamic voltage restorer device (Mahmoud, 2011). 

Sudden reduction of Voltage is gives most problem the distribution system. The DVR consists of VSC, injection 

transformers, passive filters and energy storage by injecting an appropriate voltage, the DVR restores a voltage 

waveform and ensures constant load voltage (Salimin, 2011). 

Description: In this Current work Hybrid systems that are wind and solar sources are connected with DVR. The 

input supply give from wind farm to the transmission line. This Transmission line has three phase transformer for 

voltage level change. When the input supply give to the transmission line by Wind farm the voltage level will changes 

depends upon the voltage level through the transmission line. This voltage level has sudden reduction or sudden 

increase, this voltage is given to the DVR unit which has Controller, Ultra Capacitor (UCAP), Inverter and 

semiconductor. The unbalanced voltage level given to the Controller this gives the balanced voltage values to the 

power transmission line.  
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Figure.1. Block Diagram of Proposed System 

This unit has Ultra Capaacitor, this is a electric double layer rechargeable capacitor is high storage electro 

chemical capacitor which having more capacitance compare to the other capacitors. Because of its lower voltage 

limits its used for better operation and this capacitor having electrolytic gap. 

The balanced Voltage given to the inverter, from that the Direct current converted in to Alternative current. 

This Alternative current given to the filter then the unwanted frequencies removed, then the dynamic voltage restorer 

device gives balanced voltage to the transmission line (Karthikeyan, 2011). VI-Measurement unit measure the 

voltage, current values. Then the balanced voltage values given to the load. 

2. SIMULATION DIAGRAM OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 This Present work simulation model is shown in figure.2. The Current system was done by Matlab 

Simulation and the output waveform was studied. This closed loop system having three phase supply which is given 

to the three phase transformer from Wind farm which act as Source. Here the unbalanced voltage level balanced by 

the DVR whose connected with Hybrid system. 

 
Figure.2. Simulation Diagram of the Proposed System 

Dynamic Voltage Regulator: Increasing the use of electronic and non linear load can cause error function on 

sensitive devices, because of this various power quality problems such as sag,swell,harmonics and voltage distortion 

are occurs. 

From these problems the systems becomes unbalanced voltage level. For overcome this Power quality issues 

various devices are used. But all among the Dynamic Voltage restore mitigate and solve the problems in the 

distributed load in sensitive devices. 

Ultra Capacitor: UCAP means Ultra Capacitor while electrochemical capacitor having high storage sense with 

lower voltage limits and also its rechargeable one. Here the voltage generated from Dynamic Voltage Restore was 

stores in this Capacitor. 

 
Figure.3. UCAP structure 
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Figure.4. Output Waveform 

Comparison of Existing and Proposed Method: In the Previous System, the PV solar farm is utilized with 

STATCOM, for balancing voltage level in the transmission line, thereby improving power quality and increasing 

grid connectivity (Indhumathi, 2016). But Compare to PI controller the DVR reduce Power quality problem and 

improve the power systems performance. 

Comparison between Solar with STATCOM and Solar with SSSC: Compared with PI controller SSSC gives 

effective way to improving the Voltage Profile.STATCOM is a shunt connected device it needs extra switches. But 

SSSC is a Series Controller impacts the driving and hence controls the current in power flow directly. This SSSC is 

more powerful than STATCOM .Compare to STATCOM, the SSSC give the highly Improved Power Quality, Power 

transfer capacity and voltage profile (Sundararaju, 2011). 

Comparison between Solar with SSSC and Solar with DVR: Comparing with SSSC the DVR gives better 

Performance.DVR is Series Compensation for find and control the voltage unbalanced level. Also comparing with 

SSSC the DVR is flexible, fast and efficient solution for voltage unbalanced level. DVR restoring line Voltage to its 

nominal value within few milliseconds (Karthikeyan, 2011). 

Comparison between Solar with DVR and Hybrid System with DVR: Hybrid systems give more efficient 

solution compare to single renewable source. Comparing with all above systems this Hybrid system with DVR 

improves power quality in the power system (Hashem Nehrir, 2000). 

 
Figure.5. Percentage of power transfer capacity of various systems 

This proposed system also avoiding any Power disruption to the load. Figure.5, shows that Percentage of 

power transfer capacity of various systems. On comparing this all Hybrid system with DVR give above 90% of 

Power transfer capacity than other systems (Gouthaman, 2016). 

 
Figure 6 Voltage controls of various systems 

Figure.6, shows that Voltage control of various systems. On comparing this all Hybrid system with DVR 

give better voltage control than other systems. DVR with Hybrid systems give better voltage profile. And also it 

avoids any power disruption to the load.  
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Figure.7. Percentage of Harmonic reduction of various systems 

Figure.7, shows that Percentage of Harmonic reduction of various systems. Comparing this all, Hybrid 

system with DVR gives above 90% of Harmonic reduction than other systems. So this system reduces the Power 

quality Problems in the transmission line. 

4. CONCLUSION 

 Hybrid power generation system gives effective power generation compare to conventional energy 

resources. Hybrid power generation with DVR gives better Performance and has greater efficiency. DVR helps to 

improve power quality in the power system as very faster and effectively. Result of the proposed controls power 

transmission capacity, Voltage profile, and Power quality are improved. Then also Harmonics, voltage distortion are 

reduced. Comparing the existing system the capacity of power transfer is 80% only. But in propose system capacity 

of power transfer is above 90%.Voltage control of proposed system is better than existing system. Then the Harmonic 

reduction of existing system is below 80%. But in proposed system gives above 90% of harmonics reduction.  
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